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VENUE: Airport Carpark

Hares: Cumilla, Toerag
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HASH TRASH

Has Trash Website:
http://www.lafaek.info/dilihash/index.html

The 300th Run (held last week)
And what a turn out it was. 3 back-to-back runs, food and beer provided along with,
wait for it, “changing rooms” at the 2001. Rooms by the hour are usually called
something else, but hey, hash is flexible!
Squatter has kindly dropped some incrimiating evidence here:
http://wombathole.com/dilihash/Dili-300th-Run.pdf
Main events included the election of a new RA (Congratulations Oink, may the Lord
VB Bless your reign), and the election of the first Prick of the Year (POTY), TailLight. I can’t remember what the charge was apart from that it included mascara (it
was that kind of night) but it must have been serious. What a prick!

Run 306 – the “Duty Free” run
A troubling new dimension to Hash in Dili seems to be the
use by hares of multiple colours at random (after 15
POTY
attempts to decide the location of hash!), and this hash
was no exception. Violent pink and invisible black set the
scene for a mystery walk/run about the airport and the
world’s favorite multi-function canal, the Colmera River.
The Circle
No-one bat an eyelid when Cumilla decided
the time was right to declare the former songdong “missing presumed dead”, with a
replacement procured at great personal
expense and moral threat from the
homewares section at Leader.
↑ That down-down
wasn’t all beer, urgh,
pass that bucket….
→ The new RA watches
rapt as Cumilla unsheathes the new songdong

The resulting chaos led to the loss of a tooth,
some sideshow-alley action from a hasher
with loose shorts, discussions on hash
genealogy (the “Jack Shit” line), as well as the
ultimate charging of the incorruptible
Corruption for for being unable to discipline
the hares.

↑ Did I just see that up his shorts?
→ Yes, tooth removed and it didn’t
hurt at all, must be the beer…

I wonder if this would remove a tooth?

Officer, it was him…

You got me,it’s a fair cop

Anyone mind if I squat?

I know Jack
Shit, personally.

Did I really see that up
his shorts?

Me me me…

Charges
POTW - Corruption – for being unable to control the Hares
You Prick!!

UPCOMING HASHES
Advised in separate emails from the fearless trailmaster – Corruption (the prick)

